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ABSTRACT
Magnetostrictive CoFe films were investigated for use as magnetoelastic tags or
sensors. The ability to electrodeposit these films enables batch fabrication processes to
pattern a variety of geometries while controlling the film stoichiometry and
crystallography. In current research looking at CoFe, improved magnetostriction was
achieved using a co-sputtering, annealing, and quenching method1. Other current research
has reported electrodeposited CoFe films using a sulfate based chemistry resulting in film
compositions that are Fe rich in the range of Co0.3-0.4Fe0.7-0.6 and have problems of codeposition of undesirables that can have a negative impact on magnetic properties2, 3. The
research presented here focused on maximizing magnetostriction at the optimal
stoichiometry range of Co0.7-0.75Fe0.3-0.25, targeting the (fcc+bcc)/bcc phase boundary, and
using a novel chemistry and plating parameters to deposit films without being limited to
“line of sight” deposition1.
To obtain the desired compositional range, a chemistry was selected to allow for a
higher ratio of Co while maintaining stability and limiting the oxidation of the Fe2+ to
Fe3+. As suggested by Osaka et al., Fe(OH)3 is formed and included into the film
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resulting in a decrease of the saturation magnetic flux density (Bs) value as the Fe cation
is oxidized2. This led to a deviation from the traditional sulfate based chemistry used to
deposit CoFe alloy thin films and the inclusion of additives acting as oxygen scavengers
to stabilize deposition.
The characteristics of the deposited films were controlled through the additives,
temperature, agitation, concentrations, current density, and duty cycle of the pulsing
regime. After initial chemistry characterization to determine the kinetics and mass
transfer limitations, samples were plated across a range of current densities and duty
cycles onto copper tuning fork substrates that enabled magnetic testing to be performed.
The samples were then analyzed with EDS to determine the composition. Magnetic
testing was performed using super conducting quantum interference device
measurements (SQUID), as well as visual inspection of the displacement on a deposit
stress analyzer as a magnetic field was applied to the films. The magnetostriction was
then correlated to stoichiometry and the plating parameters to characterize
magnetostriction performance.
Electrochemical studies were conducted to examine the kinetic rate for the
reduction of the cobalt iron alloy as a function of additive concentrations. The oxygen
scavenger additives were found to increase the kinetics while anodically shifting the
reduction peak for the alloy. The leveling and brightening agents shifted the reduction
peak cathodically and decreased the standard rate constant. Adjusting the concentration
of ascorbic acid minimized the cathodic shift and decrease in the kinetic rate caused by
the brightening additives.
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Introduction
Magnetostriction is a property of ferromagnetic materials that was first identified
in 1842 by James Joule while observing a sample of iron4. This property is based on the
structure of ferromagnetic materials which are composed of small regions where the
individual magnetic moments of the atoms are aligned with one another called magnetic
domains. These domains form to minimize internal energy with neighboring domains
having magnetization in opposite directions. This reduces the field outside the material as
magnetic field lines pass in loops in opposite directions through each domain. The
property of magnetostriction causes a ferromagnetic material to change its shape or
dimensions when exposed to a magnetic field as the magnetic domains rotate in response
to the applied field. For a positive magnetostrictive film, the alignment of the magnetic
dipoles with the applied magnetic field causes an elongation of the material. Conversely,
a negative magnetostrictive film will decrease in size.
The property of magnetostriction has been utilized and researched for a variety of
applications. For microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), thin films can be used as
microactuators with positive magnetostriction being the actuator mechanism5-8. Research
was performed by Forstner et al. using a magnetostrictive film to formulate an
ultrasensitive optomechanical magnetometer. This was done using a cut-out piece of
commercially available magnetostrictive material and attaching it using epoxy to a silica
torus9. Magnetostrictive films and particles also have promising applications in
bioengineering. With the possibility of being used as a trigger release mechanism for
directed drug delivery10, 11.
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The primary application for this research is a magnetostrictive material for use as
wireless sensors and unique identifying tags. A magnetostrictive material can be
electrodeposited on a photo definable mold to make a cantilevered structure. When this
structure has an AC magnetic field applied to it, the magnetic energy is directly converted
to mechanical energy causing it to oscillate. When the applied AC magnetic field is
removed, the magnetostrictive sensor will mechanically resonate its own magnetic field
that can be detected and measured. This can be utilized to determine changes to the
environment by calibrating the sensor for temperature or pressure variations. The surface
of the sensor could also be functionalized to detect the presence of a specific gas through
adsorption or the chemical bonding of a specific molecule or antigen. These sensors have
the advantage of being passive and can be interrogated through materials such as wood,
concrete, thin copper, etc., that have relative magnetic permeabilities close to 1. The
resonant frequency can be controlled during fabrication by controlling film properties
such as the length of the cantilevered material, the angle with an additional biasing
magnetic field, and the saturation magnetostriction. The following equation describes the
resonant frequency and the parameters that affect it:

Where L is the length of the resonator, Eo is the Young’s modulus at zero field, ρ
is the density, HA is the anisotropy field, Js is the saturation polarization, λsat. is the
saturation magnetostriction, HB is the magnetic bias field vector, and β is the angle
between the resonator main axis and the magnetic bias field vector. Control of the
resonant frequency enables the production of unique passive identifying tags that can be
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interrogated in harsh environments and near explosive materials without danger. These
“smart” tags will be developed using the research presented here. The method for coding
and decoding these tags is described in U.S. Pat No. 6,018,297.
Several magnetostrictive materials have been researched and developed over the
years. Terfenol-D is composed of terbium, iron, and dysprosium and exhibits the highest
known magnetostriction at about 2000 microstrains (𝜆𝑆 = 2000ppm). This material has
limited applications due to its difficult manufacturing process compounded by the high
cost of rare earth materials it contains. Galfenol is another magnetostrictive material
composed of gallium alloyed with iron. This material though, is difficult to electrodeposit
and has large intrinsic stress12. The gallium salts needed for electrodeposition are
relatively expensive with Ga2(SO4)3 costing $138 for 5g (compared to CoSO4 at $2.10 for
5g). The difficulty of the process, the high intrinsic stress, and the high cost make
Galfenol less than ideal for use as magnetostrictive sensors or tags. METGLAS is a
commercially available magnetostrictive material composed of an amorphous alloy of
iron, silica, boron, and cobalt. This material has relatively low saturation
magnetostriction of 27 microstrains compared to previously mentioned alloys, and its
manufacturing involves a rapid solidification process, making it unsuitable for small
sensor or MEMS manufacturing.
Cobalt and iron (CoFe) can be formed into a magnetostrictive alloy with common
stoichiometries of 50% cobalt with 50% iron or 70 to 75% cobalt and 25 to 30% iron.
Research has shown that the cobalt rich stoichiometry displays more promise as a high
magnetostrictive material, with theoretical saturation magnetostriction of approximately
1000 ppm1, 13. CoFe material can be manufactured or produced in a variety of methods
including sputtering, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and electrodeposition. These
materials are also relatively affordable and available, making the CoFe alloy a good
3

candidate for microsystems applications such as sensors, MEMS devices, or other
applications requiring a magnetostrictive material. One could achieve a relatively high
magnetostriction value by reaching the theoretical limit of 1000 ppm, yet still have the
manufacturing ability of patterning small microsystem devices.
The magnetostrictivity or strain sensitivity of the material is important to its
application as the amplitude of the measured, induced resonant frequency from a
magnetostrictive sensor is a function of the magnetostriction performance of the material.
This relationship is expressed as:
2

𝑘 =

9𝝀𝑺 𝟐 (|𝐻𝐵 | cos 𝛽)2 𝐸 𝐻
𝜇0 𝑀𝑆 𝐻𝑎 3

Where 𝑘 is the magnetomechanical coupling factor and 𝑘 2 takes on values
between 0 and 1 and indicates the ratio of converted mechanical stored energy to input
magnetic stored energy and vice versa, assuming there are no losses or radiation. 𝜆𝑆 is the
saturation magnetostriction, μ0 is the magnetic constant, HB is the magnetic bias field, and
Ha is the anisotropy field or the magnetic field needed to saturate the magnetization in the
hard direction. The angle 𝛽 and the applied field 𝐻𝐵 can be seen in the Figure 1:
Figure 1. Diagram of longitudinal mode magnetostrictive resonators and an applied
magnetic field.
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In addition, the strain induced in a material for a given magnetic field can be
described by the following equation:
𝑑=

𝜕𝑒 3𝜆𝑆 𝐻𝐵
=
𝜕𝐻
𝐻𝑎 2

The magnetostrictivity or stain sensitivity (d) is a function of the applied field and
the saturation magnetostriction of the material. A higher S equates to higher strain at
lower magnetic input energy. Therefore, to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and produce
a sensor capable of being interrogated from increased distances and through a greater
variety of materials, the magnetostriction must be maximized. The theoretical upper limit
of magnetostriction for a CoFe film is reported as approximately 1000 ppm1, 13.
To improve the magnetostriction it is necessary to measure magnetostrictive
films. The magnetostriction can be calculated by measuring displacement when a
magnetic field is applied. The current research developed a novel means to induce and
measure the displacement in magnetostrictive electrodeposited films and this is discussed
in section 4.3. The applied magnetic field must be capable of pushing the
magnetostrictive film to its saturation magnetostriction and the mechanical properties of
both the film and the substrate must be known, as well as the thickness of each. The
Expression du Tremolet de Lacheisserie and Peuzin can then be used to calculate
magnetostriction14:

𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝐷𝑠𝑎𝑡 ) =

2(𝐷‖ − 𝐷 )𝐸𝑠 𝑡𝑠 2 (1 + 𝑓 )
9𝐸𝑓 𝐿2 𝑡𝑓 (1 + 𝑠 )

Where 𝐷‖ and 𝐷 equals the displacement under parallel and perpendicular fields,
respectively, Es and Ef are the Young's moduli for both the substrate and film
5

respectively, L is the length, tf and ts are the thickness of both the film and the substrate
respectively, and υf and υs are the Poisson’s ratios for both the film and substrate
respectively.
The presented research enables a high magnetostrictive CoFe film to be
electrodeposited. This research enables low-cost batch manufacturing of tags and sensors
for a variety of microsystem applications. In addition, these films can be used in MEMS
devices and possible bioengineering applications.

State of the Art and Limitations
While cobalt iron alloy materials are well researched for memory, generator , and
energy applications, there is limited effort targeting magnetostriction and vast room for
improvement to reach the theoretical magnetostriction value of 1000 ppm. Recent stateof-the-art research in magnetostrictive cobalt iron films was performed by Hunter et al1.
This group used co-sputtered Co1-xFex alloy thin films (1μm in thickness) to investigate
the composition and thermal process dependent magnetostrictive and microstructural
properties. They were able to achieve an as-deposited maximum value for
magnetostriction of 84 ± 5 ppm near a stoichiometric ratio of Co0.73Fe0.27. A large
increase in the magnetostriction values was recorded after a high temperature anneal
process was completed at 800° C. While there was an increase in magnetostriction with a
slow cooled sample, a quenching process resulted in the most impressive increase in
magnetostriction Hunter recorded with a maximum value of S = 260 ± 10 ppm. Phase
analysis of the samples showed that the anneal caused a well pronounced fcc (111) β-Co
peak. A broader composition region of two-phase mixture was seen when compared with
6

the as-deposited films. This peak in magnetostriction was identified at the (fcc+ bcc)/bcc
phase boundary, where the fcc phase first appears.
While Hunter et al. was able to produce films with high magnetostriction, they are
limited by several factors. First, they used a co-sputtering method to produce their films.
This process requires high vacuum technology, is limited to line of sight deposition and
limited thicknesses due to high intrinsic stress in films over 1 µm thick. These limitations
would make extremely difficult to construct cantilevered sensor structures using Hunter
et al's process. In addition, Hunter et al only saw high magnetostriction after an 800° C
anneal and quench. At this high of a temperature anneal, any accompanying CMOS
devices would be degraded limiting its utility. To make this technology applicable to
more fields, new fabrication processes are needed. Electrodeposition is capable of
forming this alloy at low temperatures; however most research has focused to this point
on identifying plating parameters for a high magnetic moment cobalt iron film.

Electrodeposition Approach
The limitations posed by line-of-sight deposition methods such as sputtering or
evaporation, can be overcome using electrochemical deposition. Electrodeposition allows
for control of the stoichiometric ratio of cobalt to iron, the thickness of the film and the
intrinsic stress, and control of other film properties such as grain size and crystal
structure. These film characteristics affect the magnetostriction of the CoFe film and the
ability to control and refine these properties enables improved magnetostrictive films
without the need for high temperature annealing and quenching15.
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Electrodeposition of CoFe for magnetoelastic sensors requires a stable chemistry
to enable batch manufacturing. This requires minimizing the amount of oxygen absorbed
into the chemistry and having the Fe cation complexed in the chemistry so that it does not
react. Additives are used in varying concentrations to control the stability of the
chemistry as well as the quality of the electrodeposited film. Saccharin is a common
additive used as a brightener and leveler. Saccharin has also been shown to complex with
iron and to influence the faradaic range for the electrodeposition of iron16-18. In addition
to using saccharin as a brightener and grain refiner, sorbitol can also be used. The
different structures of these molecules and functional groups, leads to different adsorption
to the surface and complexing in the chemistry.
The surface tension in the chemistry and the wetting of the substrate can be
controlled by adding a surfactant to the chemistry. Surfactants are usually organic
compounds that are amphiphilic, having both a hydrophobic group and a hydrophilic
group. A surfactant acting as a wetting agent aids in displacing the air phase at the
surface of the substrate and replacing it with a liquid phase.
Control of oxygen absorption into the chemistry is also critical to prevent the
reaction of oxygen with iron, forming ferric hydroxide which precipitates out of the
chemistry. Oxygen absorption can be minimized by flowing nitrogen gas through a
bubbler in the chemistry before depositing from the chemistry. In addition, the chemistry
can be kept under a bed of nitrogen during deposition. This was performed using a
bubbler set in the top layer of the chemistry and flowing nitrogen. Oxygen scavengers
were also used in the chemistry to minimize the formation of ferric hydroxide as well as
to reduce any Fe3+ formed.

8

To maximize the magnetostriction of the electrodeposited films, electrochemical
studies of the kinetics, nucleation, and phase structure at different concentrations of
additives was studied. These studies allowed for the fine-tuning of plating parameters and
chemistry makeup to increase material properties such as corrosion resistance, while
improving magnetic and magnetostriction properties. Understanding the diffusion and
kinetic rates during reduction of the alloy films led to the development of a pulsing
regime controlling the concentration in the interfacial region and depositing a film with
the ideal stoichiometric ratio of cobalt to iron (70-75 at% Co), small grain size, and phase
structure.
After development of the chemistry and plating parameters, the process was
scaled from beaker scale to a 2 L tank allowing for electroforming of magnetic resonators
and capacitors on 4 inch silicon wafers or Apex glass substrates. The development of
micron to millimeter size resonators and capacitors meant controlling the stoichiometry
and stress in the deposited films to keep all features in-plain and free of stress gradients.

9

Chapter 1
Novel Magnetostriction Testing Method

INTRODUCTION
For rapid prototyping, an effective way to test the saturation magnetostriction (λs)
of electrodeposited thin films is essential. To investigate the magnetoelastic properties of
thin films, various experimental methods have been developed. Indirect methods are
based on the stress dependence of magnetic properties, such as susceptibility or
resonance frequency. A direct method was introduced by Klokholm in 1976 as he
observed the deflection of the end of a bimorph when magnetized19. Though, in the
formula derived by Klokholm errors were found leading to measurements for
magnetostriction coefficients of thick nickel films twice as large as the one observed in
bulk nickel20. A detailed calculation of the deflection of a bimorph due to Joule
magnetostriction was performed by du Tremolet de Lacheisserie and Peuzin14. Du
Tremolet de Lacheisserie began with the derivation to measure isotropic internal stress of
a thin film (𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡 ) based on the deflection of the bimorph with one end clamped. The
deflection (D) is given by:
𝐷 = −3𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑡

ℎ𝑓 1 − 𝜈𝑠 2
𝐿
ℎ𝑠2 𝐸𝑠

ℎ𝑓 and ℎ𝑠 are the thicknesses of the film and substrate respectively, 𝐸𝑠 and 𝜈𝑠 are
the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the substrate, and L is the length. The
deformation in the bimorph when a magnetic field is applied was then calculated and
altered for additional effects such as ‘pole effect’, where bimorph bending is reduced due
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to the film aligning along the applied magnetic field. . The expression du Tremolet de
Lacheisserie and Peuzin is14:
𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝐷𝑠𝑎𝑡 ) =

2(𝐷‖ − 𝐷 )𝐸𝑠 𝑡𝑠 2 (1 + 𝑓 )
9𝐸𝑓 𝐿2 𝑡𝑓 (1 + 𝑠 )

Where 𝐷‖ and 𝐷 equals the displacement under parallel and perpendicular fields,
respectively, 𝐸𝑠 and 𝐸𝑓 are the Young's moduli for both the substrate and film
respectively, L is the length, 𝑡𝑓 and 𝑡𝑠 are the thickness of both the film and the substrate
respectively, and 𝑓 and 𝑠 are the Poisson’s ratios for both the film and substrate
respectively. Using the expression du Tremolet de Lacheisserie and Peuzin, and a simple
solenoid set up with thin films forming a bimorph test structure, magnetostriction could
be easily and quickly measured.

DISCUSSION
In order to perform the magnetostriction testing, a solenoid needed to be modeled
developed and built for testing. Several factors went into the development of the
solenoid. First, is developing a solenoid with a uniform magnetic field around the
specimen to minimize magnetic gradient effect. Second, is minimizing Joule heating of
the solenoid during testing to avoid coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch
effects that could distort the data from magnetostriction testing. Last, the cost for
fabrication of the solenoid had to be minimized. Dr. Eric Langlois modeled the flux
variations along the solenoid length based on different total solenoid lengths. These
variations can be seen in Figure 1 and show that for an inner radius of 1 inch, the
magnetic flux has little variation for a solenoid 8 inches or longer.
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Figure 1. Magnetic flux variation modeling within solenoid based on length.

This model is based upon the basic equation for a solenoid as follows:
𝛃=

𝜇° 𝐼𝑁
√𝑙 2 + 4𝑟 2

Where μ0 is the magnetic constant, N is the number of turns, I is the current, is
the length of the coil, and r is the inner radius of the solenoid. As noted on the graph, the
current and number of turns is constant and only the length is changing. This analysis
identified the range of lengths to keep the magnetic flux approximately constant and now
development moved onto the next two factors.
As Joule heating increases in the solenoid, there is a greater likelihood of error in
the data arising from thermal expansion rather than magnetostrictive expansion. To
minimize this error, the Joule heating was approximately calculated based on a constant
applied magnetic field of 0.1 T with changing length and wire gauge for the solenoid.
From Figure 2, it is noted that the lowest Joule heating is in the 8 and 10 inch solenoid
with 12 AWG round wiring.
12

Figure 2. Joule heating versus applied current for different wire gauges and solenoid
lengths.

Lowest Joule
Heating

The last consideration was wiring costs for the solenoid. Figure 3 shows a graph
of wiring cost based on the length of the solenoid, the wire type, and the length of wire
required to generate a 0.1 T magnetic field. After examining the model and comparing
the graphs of Joule heating and wire costs, it was determined that the 8 inch solenoid with
12 gauge square wire would work best.
Figure 3. Wiring costs versus applied current for different wire gauges and solenoid
lengths.
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A schematic of the solenoid design was drawn up and sent to the Electronic
Fabrication Department, organization 02663 at Sandia National Laboratories. The
solenoid was built, as can be seen in Figure 4, by winding almost a mile of copper wire
around an aluminum mandrel.

Figure 4. Solenoid construction by Fabrication performed by the Electronic Fabrication
Dept., Org. 02663at Sandia National Laboratories.

After fabrication of the solenoid was complete, it was attached to an Agilent
power supply. A sample holder was fabricated to go into the top opening of the solenoid
and hold the copper tuning fork with the cobalt iron film placed vertically. A small ruler
with 0.1” indexing was placed in the bottom of the solenoid to measure the displacement
of the films during testing. A Rigid inspection camera was placed up the bottom opening
of the solenoid for in situ measurements and video when the magnetic field was applied.
Solenoid testing set up can be seen in Figure 5.
14

Figure 5. From left to right, showing a Rigid fiber optic inspection camera, magnetic
testing solenoid, and Agilent power supply for magnetostriction testing of CoFe films.

Calibration was performed using a Gauss meter with an axial probe to
characterize the magnetic field within the solenoid. The probe was placed along the
length of the inside of the solenoid at 1 cm increments while the current was adjusted in
100 mA increments from 100 mA to 10 A. The results can be seen in Figure 6 and follow
an expected pattern of being almost linear at small magnetic field magnitudes with slight
variations at the end of the solenoid. With increasing magnetic field, a larger variation is
seen, however testing will be performed in the more constant 5 cm wide center of the
solenoid.
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Figure 6. Magnetic field as a function of position within the solenoid.
Magnetic Field at Set Currents as a Function of Position
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The calibration graph, as seen in Figure 7, was then formulated to correlate the
applied current to the magnetic field inside the solenoid. The resulting graph was linear,
as expected, and corresponds to the center of the solenoid, about 12.5 cm from the top.
The holder in the solenoid was constructed to allow the center of the cobalt iron film to
align with the center of the solenoid, minimizing any magnetic gradient effects.
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Figure 7. Calibration graph of the magnetic field as a function of the applied current.
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For later magnetic magnetostriction testing of the deposited CoFe films a
substrate was used that had a relative magnetic permeability of approximately 1. A
copper tuning fork substrate from Specialty Testing and Development, traditionally used
for stress analysis testing of electrodeposited films (Figure SI1), was chosen to create a
bimorph material. The CoFe is electrochemically deposited onto the copper tuning fork
forming the bimorph structure. As demonstrated in Figure 8, when a magnetic field is
applied the copper is nonresponsive while the magnetostrictive CoFe film applies a stress
causing the material stack to bend. This displacement can be measured, as discussed in
sections 4.3 - 4.5, and correlated to the magnetostriction of the deposited film.
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Figure 8. Bimorph material schematic for magnetic testing.

Applied
Magnetic field

Testing was completed by taking an initial picture and increasing the applied
current in 1 A increments and taking a picture after the film stabilized at each increment.
The photographs were then aligned in a PowerPoint presentation. The initial position was
marked and the resulting displacement was measured in pixels and then correlated to an
actual distance. The view from the rigid inspection camera, up the inside of the solenoid,
can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. View of film displacement within the solenoid during magnetostriction testing.
Film starting
position

Film final position

Ruler with 0.1”
spacing

After the solenoid testing station was set up, a commercial material with a known
magnetostriction was tested to calibrate magnetostriction measurements and ensure
consistency. Metglas donated material to this experiment with a known saturated
magnetostriction of 27 ppm. The METGLAS was cut into strips to match the
dimensions of the copper tuning forks and two methods of adhesion were used to ensure
that the adhesion did not affect the displacement measurements. The sample labeled
“Metglas_sg_1” and “Metglas_sg_2” on figure 23 were attached using super glue (sg) to
the copper tuning forks. The sample labeled “Metglas_ep” was attached using an epoxy
(ep) with a CTE close to that of copper and cobalt iron.
In addition to the METGLAS samples, a 10 µm thick nickel sample was plated
on a copper tuning fork. The electrodeposition of nickel was performed out of a nickel
sulfamate chemistry at a current density of 20 mA/cm2. The resulting nickel film was
checked for magnetization using a permanent magnet and was magnetic. Pure nickel has
19

very low magnetostriction and therefore used as a control to make sure that the
displacement measured was due to magnetostriction and not caused by magnetic
gradients. The displacement results for the magnetostrictive testing can be seen in Figure
10.

Figure 10. Solenoid testing of METGLAS material on Cu tuning fork substrates.
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The displacement testing had an error of ±0.04 cm and all three Metglas samples
were approximately consistent when this error is considered into the measurement. This
showed consistency with measurements across different samples, within error, regardless
of the adhesion method of the METGLAS to the copper tuning fork. The nickel sample
was also observed to have no measurable displacement when exposed to a magnetic field.
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The nickel control sample demonstrated that the displacement is indeed caused by
magnetostriction and not by magnetic gradient effects.
Using the expression du Tremolet de Lacheisserie and Peuzin and the material
properties listed in Table 1, the magnetostriction for the Metglas™ samples was
calculated as 26 ± 4 ppm. This is within range of the manufacturer’s specification of 27
ppm. In the solenoid set up, only a magnetic field parallel to the sample could be applied.
An approximation for the displacement based on an applied perpendicular magnetic field
1

was based on measurements by Hunter et al. and a value of 𝐷 = 6 𝐷∥ was used and
included in the error listed1.

Table 1. Material properties for Metglas™ bimorph samples.
f (METGLAS)

s 

Ef (METGLAS)(GPa)

Es (GPa)

tf (m)

ts (m)

0.3

0.34

105

130

2.30E-05

5.08E-05

CONCLUSION
A method to easily and quickly measure the magnetostriction of thin CoFe,
Metglass, and Ni films was developed and tested. A solenoid was modeled and designed
to have a low magnetic gradient, applying a uniform magnetic field on a bimorph test
structure. The resulting displacement of the bimorph Cu/(Metglass or Ni) during
application of a magnetic field, was measured in situ using a Rigid inspection camera.
Saturation magnetostriction was calculated using the expression du Tremolet de
Lacheisserie and Peuzin and the measured displacement. Using commercial Metglas™
with a known magnetostriction of 27 ppm, the testing method was evaluated for
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accuracy. Measurements taken from multiple samples were within the manufacturer’s
specifications for this material.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Figure SI1. Cu tuning fork substrate from Specialty Testing and Development.
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Chapter 2
Electrodeposition of a High Magnetostriction CoFe Film
Jamin Pillars, Eric Langlois, Christian Arrington, Todd Monson, Andrew Hollowell, Mark
Rodriguez
ABSTRACT
The development of an electrodeposition process for cobalt/iron (CoFe) alloys
with minimal oxygen concentration and controlled stoichiometry is necessary for the
advancement of magnetostrictive device functionalities. CoFe alloy films were
electrodeposited out of a novel chemistry onto copper test structures enabling magnetic
displacement testing for magnetostriction calculations. Using a combination of additives
that served as oxygen scavengers, grain refiners, and complexing agents in conjunction
with a pulsed plating technique, CoFe films were synthesized at thicknesses as high as
10µm with less than 8 at% oxygen at a stoichiometry of 70-75% Co and 25-30% Fe. XRay diffraction (XRD) analysis confirmed that these films had a crystal structure
consistent with 70% Co 30% Fe Wairauite21 with a slight lattice contraction due to Co
doping in the film. A novel characterization technique was used to measure the
displacement of the CoFe films electrodeposited, as a function of the applied magnetic
bias, in order to determine the saturation magnetostriction (S) of the material. With this
chemistry and a tailored pulse plating regime, S values as high as 172 ± 25ppm have
been achieved. This is believed by the authors to be the highest reported value of
magnetostriction for an electrodeposited CoFe film.
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INTRODUCTION
Materials that exhibit magnetostriction, a change in size with respect to a
magnetic bias, have been popular among microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) as
microactuators, bioengineering for directed drug delivery, and unique magnetic sensing
applications5-8, 10, 11. The magnetostrictivity or strain sensitivity of the material is the main
figure-of-merit for these devices and the strain induced in a material for a given magnetic
field can be described by the following equation:
𝑑=

𝜕𝑒 3𝜆𝑆 𝐻𝐵
=
𝜕𝐻
𝐻𝑎 2

S is the saturation magnetostriction, HB is the magnetic bias field, and Ha is the

anisotropy field or the magnetic field needed to saturate the magnetization in the hard
direction. The magnetostrictivity or strain sensitivity is a function of the applied field and
the saturation magnetostriction of the material. A higher S equates to higher strain at
lower magnetic input energy. In addition, the magnetomechanical coupling coefficient of
a material is a function of the strain sensitivity and is a basic index of the energy
conversion capability of transduction materials22, 23.
Several magnetostrictive materials have been researched and developed over the
years. Terfenol-D is composed of terbium, iron, and dysprosium and exhibits the highest
known magnetostriction at about 2000 microstrains (S =2000ppm)24. Applications for
this material are limited by its difficult manufacturing process and the expense of the rare
earth materials it contains. Galfenol is another magnetostrictive material composed of
gallium alloyed with iron. This material though, is difficult to electrodeposit, has large
intrinsic stress, and the Ga salts needed for electrodeposition are expensive12, 25.
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A cobalt and iron alloy film (CoFe) provides a rare earth free magnetostrictive
material with a price point that makes it applicable for batch manufacturing of sensors or
other devices. Cobalt and iron can be formed into a magnetostrictive alloy with common
stoichiometries of 50% cobalt with 50% iron or 70 to 75% cobalt and 25 to 30% iron.
Research has shown that the cobalt rich stoichiometry displays more promise as a high
magnetostrictive material, with a theoretical saturation magnetostriction of approximately
1000 ppm1, 13. Hunter et al reported as-deposited sputtered CoFe films with a measured
S of 845 ppm. Using an 800°C anneal and a water quenching method in order to
modify the crystal structure at a particular stoichiometry, this group reported the highest
S for a CoFe thin film of 260 ± 10ppm. While Hunter’s result is very promising for this
material set, sputter deposition has a restricted application set due to limitations in the
thickness of the deposit as well as the high stress induced with large thicknesses. The
development of electrodeposited CoFe with high magnetostrictive values will enable the
realization of a variety of new device architectures as it is not limited in thickness, can be
tailored to possess low intrinsic stress, and can be scaled to a batch fabrication process1.
To date, the main difficulty in achieving high magnetostriction in electrodeposited
CoFe films has been controlling the amount of oxygen incorporated in the material. The
oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ is the result of two distinct mechanisms. The first is the
oxidation of iron at the anode coupled with and promoted by a reaction with dissolved
oxygen. This is seen in the following equation:
O2 + 4Fe2+ + 4H+ → 4Fe3+ + 2H2O

The second is due to the depletion of hydrogen ions at the electrode/solution
interface caused by the hydrogen evolution reaction in parallel with the metal deposition
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process. This causes a local increase in the pH and promotes the formation and inclusion
of precipitating Fe(OH)3. This incorporation of metal hydroxides and the resulting
increase in the oxygen content of the film, leads to a decrease in magnetic and
mechanical properties and alters the structure of the deposited film2, 3, 26, 27. Using a
combination of oxygen scavenger additives and a pulse plating regime, we have
succeeded in electrodepositing a low oxygen alloy film with the highest sat reported for
an electrodeposited CoFe film.

DISSCUSION
Initial experimentation was completed in a heated Hull cell at 50°C to determine
the optimal current density range to achieve the desired stoichiometric ratio of 70-75%
Co to 25-30% Fe identified by Hunter et al as optimal for magnetostriction. At this ratio,
the crystal structure is close to the (fcc+bcc)/bcc phase boundary where precipitates of a
Co rich fcc phase are embedded in an Fe rich bcc phase1. EDS results, only looking at Co
and Fe, were plotted as a function of the current density as seen in Figure 1. During DC
plating, a current density of 40mA/cm2 gave the desired stoichiometry with a 0.4M Co
and 0.08M Fe chemistry. When including the atomic percent of oxygen, the EDS analysis
showed over 30 at% oxygen. This was visibly evident from the dark and rough deposits
showing the inclusion of Fe(OH)3.
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Figure 1. Stoichiometric ratio of cobalt to iron as a function of applied current density.
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To control the oxidation of iron and the incorporation of oxygen into the
electrodeposited film, oxygen scavengers as additives were incorporated into the
chemistry. These additives are readily oxidized and also serve as reducing agents to move
any Fe3+ formed during the on cycle of the pulse back to a Fe2+ state during the off cycle
of the pulse. Osaka et al demonstrated good control of the oxygen content in deposited
CoFe films using trimethylamine borane (TMAB) as an oxygen scavenger2. As the
concentration of TMAB was increased, the level of Fe3+ formed was decreased.
Unfortunately, higher levels of TMAB also led to the incorporation of boron into the
deposit and a decrease in magnetic properties2. Therefore, TMAB provided only a partial
solution to the problems of Fe oxidation and the incorporation of oxygen into deposits
and it could not be used in concentrations higher than ~100mM. An additional oxygen
scavenger was used in the form of ascorbic acid and was added with the TMAB in the
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chemistry. This allowed for a lower concentration of TMAB to be used but still control
the formation of ferric hydroxide during metal deposition.
Samples were DC plated over a range of current densities with the oxygen
scavenger additives and the samples were analyzed with EDS. As noted in Table 2, less
Fe(OH)3 is formed and incorporated into the film at the lowest current density but the
ratio of Co to Fe is not optimal. A drop in at% of oxygen was measured on all films
compared with previous deposition without additives but a pulsed plating technique was
needed to restore the cation concentrations and the pH in the interface to their bulk values
and further decrease the oxygen content.

Table 2. EDS results of DC plated samples with TMAB and ascorbic acid additives.
Current Density(mA/cm2)

At% O

20
30
40
50
60

9
17
15
15
14

For formulation of the pulsed plating parameters, the mass transfer limitations of
the iron system were examined by linear sweep voltammetry and a Levich plot was
formulated (Figure 2). Using a gold rotating disk electrode (RDE) as the working
electrode, the current is measured as the potential is linearly scanned for different rotation
speeds. The Levich equation is as follows:
⁄

𝑖𝑙 = 0.620𝑛𝐴𝐹𝐷𝑜2 3 𝜔
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1⁄ −1⁄
6 𝐶𝑜
2𝜈

𝑛 is the number of electrons per atom reduced, 𝐴 is the area, 𝐹 is the Faraday

constant, 𝐷𝑜 is the diffusion coefficient, ω is the rotation speed, 𝜈 is the kinematic
viscosity, and 𝐶𝑜 is the bulk concentration28, 29. The kinematic viscosity was calculated
using a Canon Instruments ubbelohde viscometer size 25 and found to be 1.40±0.07
mm2/sec. The potential was then swept cathodically at a rate of 50 mV/second as the
rotation speed of the RDE was varied from 1000 rpm to 4000 rpm.

Figure 2. Linear potential sweeps and the resulting Levich plot for the full chemistry
without Co.
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The slope from the Levich plot was then used, with the other variables being
known and assumed constant, to calculate the diffusion coefficient at 2.4 x 10-7 cm2/sec.
This is compared to reported diffusion coefficients for Fe cations that are hydrated but
not complexed of 7.19 x 10-6 cm2/sec at 25°C30. This is to be expected as the saccharin,
with its sulfonamide group, will complex with Fe and the TMAB and Sorbitol will also
interact with the Fe cations18. A Koutecky-Levich plot was formulated by plotting the
inverse of the current versus the inverse of the square root of the rotation rates from the
linear potential sweeps. The Koutecky–Levich equation is as follows:
1 1 1
= +
𝑖 𝑖𝑙 𝑖𝑘
𝑖𝑙 is the mass transfer limited current identified by the Levich equation and 𝑖𝑘 is

the kinetically controlled or activation current29. The intercept of the Koutecky–Levich
plot is equal to the inverse of the kinetic current at different overpotentials. A rate
constant (𝑘𝑓 ), as a function of the overpotential, and a standard heterogeneous rate
constant (𝑘𝑜 ) were then calculated from:
𝑘𝑓 =

𝑖𝑘
𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑜

And

𝐹

𝑘𝑓 = 𝑘𝑜 𝑒 −𝛼𝑛𝑅𝑇𝜂

α is the transfer coefficient, R is the gas constant, η is the overpotential, and the
other variables have been defined previously29. The natural log of 𝑘𝑜 was found by
plotting the natural log of 𝑘𝑓 (functions of η) vs. η. For the iron system with additives, the
standard rate constant was calculated as 𝑘𝑜 = 1.2 x 10-6 mol/cm2·sec. Films analyzed
with EDS, with varying “on” pulse times, showed that Fe is plated preferentially and with
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short pulses the films will be Fe rich. This is consistent with research and models for
anomalous codeposition that occurs in Fe/Co, Fe/Ni, and Co/Ni systems where the less
noble metal is deposited at a higher rate and the less noble cation is inhibited. With its
slow diffusion and lower concentration, the iron is quickly limited in the interfacial
region based on the concentration profile at the interface calculated from the diffusion
coefficient as a function of time. So a longer pulse time favors a more Co rich film but
the pulse time is limited by formation of Fe(OH)3 due to the local rise in pH from the
hydrogen evolution reaction. While a shorter pulse mathematically will work, a pulsing
regime of three seconds “on” at 40 mA/cm2 and three seconds “off” at 0 mA/cm2 was
calculated to allow for the concentration of iron and the local pH to restore to the bulk
values. An evaluation of the potential as a function of time during pulse plating shows a
restoration to the open circuit potential at the end of the 3 second “off” time and EDS
analysis of pulse plated samples consistently showed less than 4 at% oxygen, a reduction
of approximately 11 at% compared with the DC plated sample at 40mA/cm2.
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Figure 3. Koutecky-Levich plot of bath chemistry without Co and plot of rate constants
vs. overpotential for finding the standard rate constant.
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A hysteresis loop (Figure 4) of a pulsed sample was formulated from SQUID
measurements to examine the magnetic properties of the CoFe films. A magnetic
saturation (Msat) of 1.58 x 106 A/M, a low coercivity of 4.13 x 103 A/m, and an initial
permeability of 87.5 were calculated from the asymptotic end point values and the
intersection of the x-axis on the hysteresis plot.

M (A/m)

Figure 4. Magnetic hysteresis loop for a pulse plated CoFe film.
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XRD analysis confirmed that these films had a crystal structure consistent with
70% Co 30% Fe Wairauite. Figure 5 shows two phases, Cu from the substrate and the
CoFe BCC alloy, and required some unit cell contraction to align the standard peak
locations to that of the observed reflections. The Cu peaks in the data were used to
correct for any sample displacement error in the sample. Plotting the lattice parameter for
different compositions as a function of the mole fraction of Co in the CoxFe1-x alloy, the
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measured lattice parameter of 2.8355Å for the pulsed film, indicates an alloy of
approximately 85% Co by Vegard’s Law. Vegard's law states that the lattice parameter of
a solid solution of two constituents is approximately equal to a rule of mixtures of the two
constituents' lattice parameters at the same temperature given by:

𝑎𝐴 and 𝑎𝐵 are the lattice constants of the components in their pure form. Though,
Vegard's law is seldom perfectly obeyed and often deviations from the linear behavior are
observed. King et al. performed a comprehensive study on metal solutions, looking at
deviations from Vegard’s law in metal solutions and found that Fe in Co follows the
relationship until Fe reaches 20at%31. This is close to the concentration of Fe in the
measured film based on the EDS analysis, with a composition of 74% Co, 22% Fe, and
4% O. The observation of a slightly higher Co content for the alloy via XRD and
Vegard’s law as compared to EDS analysis can be explained by the preferential oxidation
of Fe during electrodeposition. The formation of a small (likely nanocrystallite) iron
oxide and iron hydroxide during synthesis serves to reduce the iron concentration
available to form the Co-Fe alloy3, 26. This results in the biasing of the alloy toward
higher molar ratios of Co as observed by XRD in comparison to the Fe:Co ratio obtained
from EDS analysis.
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Figure 5. XRD plot for Pulsed CoFe film.

Next, samples were made for displacement testing in a solenoid using the pulsing
regime and chemistry makeup. As a baseline measurement of the solenoid magnetic
testing, a Metglas™ strip with a known magnetostriction of 27 ppm was tested.
Additionally, a 10 µm nickel film was tested to ensure that any displacement seen was
due to magnetostriction and not magnetic gradients within the solenoid. The 10 µm of
nickel on the copper test strip substrate showed no magnetostriction, i.e. no displacement.
The Metglas™ showed a displacement of approximately 0.4 cm from applied magnetic
fields of just over 0.12 T. A comparison of displacement measurements from
representative samples DC plated over different current densities and a pulse plated
sample are seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Displacement measurements from solenoid testing.
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The expression du Tremolet de Lacheisserie and Peuzin was used to transform the
displacement measured into a saturation magnetostriction measurement. The expression
du Tremolet de Lacheisserie and Peuzin is14:
𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝐷𝑠𝑎𝑡 ) =

2(𝐷‖ − 𝐷 )𝐸𝑠 𝑡𝑠 2 (1 + 𝑓 )
9𝐸𝑓 𝐿2 𝑡𝑓 (1 + 𝑠 )

Where 𝐷‖ and 𝐷 equals the displacement under parallel and perpendicular fields,
respectively, 𝐸𝑠 and 𝐸𝑓 are the Young's moduli for both the substrate and film
respectively, L is the length, 𝑡𝑓 and 𝑡𝑠 are the thickness of both the film and the substrate
respectively, and 𝑓 and 𝑠 are the Poisson’s ratios for both the film and substrate
respectively. An approximation was used to determine the displacement under a
perpendicular field as this measurement was not possible in the solenoid configuration
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used. 𝐷 was approximated as 1/6 of 𝐷‖ based on Hunter’s research and this is included
in the error listed with the magnetostriction values calculated1.
Using the measured displacement for Metglas™, sat is calculated as 26 ± 4 ppm.
This is within range of the manufacturer’s specification of 27 ppm. As noted in Table 3,
the DC plated samples displayed good magnetostriction for a CoFe film when compared
with Hunter’s reported value of 84 ± 5ppm for his as-deposited sputtered thin films1. The
pulsed sample had a calculated sat of 172 ± 25ppm and it is believed that this is the
highest reported magnetostriction for an electrodeposited CoFe film.

Table 3. Saturation magnetostriction calculated from displacement measurements.
Sample
Metglas™
DC plated at 20 mA/cm2
DC plated at 40 mA/cm3
Pulse plated

sat (ppm)
26 ± 4
109 ± 16
152 ±22
172 ± 25

CONCLUSION
Electrodeposition of a CoFe alloy film with an oxygen content of less than 4%
and a stoichiometric ratio of between 70-75% Co to 25-30% Fe was achieved using a
combination of oxygen scavengers and a pulsing regime to allow for the dissolution of
ferric hydroxide formed during metal deposition. This combination saw a drop in the
oxygen content of over 26 at% and a crystal structure consistent with CoFe bcc Wairauite
alloy with a slight unit cell contraction. These films had a calculated Msat of 1.58×106
A/m and low coercivity of 4.13 x 103 A/m. Magnetostriction measurements of asdeposited CoFe alloy films were measured with saturation magnetostriction as high as
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172 ± 25 ppm, believed to be the highest reported magnetostriction for an
electrodeposited CoFe film.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The CoFe electrolyte was prepared from reagent grade cobalt sulfamate and
ammonium ferrous sulfate salts. Trimethylamine borane (TMAB) and ascorbic acid were
added as oxygen scavengers. Sodium saccharin salt and Sorbitol were added as grain
refiners and levelers for the deposited films16-18. APY-17 was added as a surfactant and
5% by volume sulfuric acid was added to adjust the pH to 2.0. Full chemistry makeup,
concentrations, and operating conditions are recorded in Table 4. All chemistries had N2
bubbled through them for 30 minutes prior to use and kept under a bed of N2 to minimize
O2 absorption and concentration in the bath. To determine the effect of the current
density on the stoichiometric ratio of cobalt to iron, initial tests were performed using a
Hull cell with a corrugated copper anode and a brass Hull cell plate as a cathode. A
Radiometer Analytical PGZ-301 potentiostat was used to apply a constant 1 A current
across the Hull cell during testing. The composition of the CoFe films was determined
using an Oxford energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) system attached to a JEOL 5800
scanning electron microscope (SEM).
After the current density range was determined, the CoFe films were
electrodeposited onto 97% Cu and 3% Fe deposit stress analyzer test strips from
Specialty Testing and Development Co. Electrodeposition onto these substrates created a
bimorph material that allowed for displacement measurements to calculate
magnetostriction when placed in a solenoid. The Cu substrate is non-reactive in the
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applied magnetic field while the positive magnetostrictive CoFe film elongates. With one
end of the test strip fixed, the bimorph cantilever would bend and the displacement was
measured and used to calculate the magnetostriction.
Voltammetry characterization experiments were completed using a Biologic
VSP–300 potentiostat and a Radiometer Analytical rotating disk electrode (RDE)
cylinder. A gold rotating disk electrode tip, a platinum foil counter electrode and a
Hg/HgSO4 (MSE in saturated K2SO4; 0.654V vs. normal hydrogen electrode) reference
electrode were used during voltammetry experiments. The crystal structure was analyzed
with x-ray diffraction (XRD) and was performed using a Siemens model D500 
powder diffractometer (Bruker AXS, Inc. Madison, WI) with standard XRD data
collection on samples maintained at room temperature (25oC). Monochromatic Cu Kα
(0.15406 nm) radiation was produced using a diffracted-beam curved graphite
monochromator. Fixed slits were used, and the instrument power settings were 45 kV
and 30 mA. Datascan V4.3 (Materials Data Inc.; Livermore, CA) software was used to
operate the diffractometer. The conditions for scans were as follows: 20-100o 2 range,
step-size of 0.04o 2 and various count times ranging from 1-20 seconds, depending on
sample quantity. The Cu peaks from the underlying substrate material were employed as
an internal standard to correct for minor specimen displacement. Jade v9.6 software
(Materials Data Inc.; Livermore, CA) software was employed to model and remove the
background/fluorescence signal from the pattern prior to plotting.
Magnetization measurements were collected using a Quantum Design MPMS-7
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. Magnetization
curves were recorded from -70 kOe to +70 kOe (-5570 kA/m to +5570 kA/m) at room
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temperature (293.15 K). Samples for magnetometry measurement were cut into 4 mm x
4 mm squares and oriented with their surface normal perpendicular to the applied
magnetic field (so demagnetization effects would be negligible) by mounting them inside
a notched kel-F (polychlorotrifluoroethene) rod.

Table 4. Bath composition and operating conditions of electrodeposited high
magnetostriction CoFe films.
Chemicals

Concentration (mol/L)

H3BO3

0.5

Co(H2SO3)2
TMAB
Sorbitol
Na Saccharin salt
Ascorbic acid

0.4
0.1
0.01
0.05
0.05

Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 · 6H2O

0.08

Bath pH
Bath temperature

2.0
50°C
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Figure SI1. Magnetostriction measurement example using solenoid setup.
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Figure SI2. Electroplating setup for deposition on Cu tuning forks.

Figure SI3. CoFe electrodeposited on a Cu tuning fork substrate from Specialty Testing
and Development.
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Chapter 3
The Effect of the Fe Cation Source on Orientation and Magnetic
Properties of a CoFe Electrodeposited Film

INTRODUCTION
Cobalt-iron alloys (CoFe) are used widely in applications where soft magnetic
films are needed such as magnetic recording and in electronics2. CoFe thin films also
display positive magnetostriction. When subjected to a magnetic field, the magnetic
moment in the individual magnetic domains aligns with the external field. This alignment
causes a change in the shape of the material and for alloys with positive magnetostriction
such as CoFe, the result is an increase in length. This property can be utilized for the
construction of resonating sensors on the micron to millimeter size scale. Hunter et al
showed advancement in the magnetostrictive property of CoFe films using a cosputtering method of deposition followed by a high temperature anneal and quench
method1. This method though, is limited by its line-of-sight deposition and limited
thicknesses with high intrinsic stress, making this process unsuitable for forming
cantilevered resonating structures.
The solution is an electrodeposition process that enables electroforming of tens to
hundreds of microns thick structures with low intrinsic stress and control of the crystal
structure to increase magnetostriction. In previous research by Pillars et al, a novel
chemistry and plating parameters were identified to electrodeposit Co70-75Fe25-30 films
with measured saturation magnetostriction of 172 ± 25 ppm. The performance of this
chemistry was dependent on the source for the iron cation. With a change in the counter
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anion and a change in the way the cation complexes in the chemistry, a change of
material properties is sometimes seen. Limmer et al showed a change in the crystallinity
of electroformed nanowire arrays, ranging from randomly oriented polycrystalline using
a SbI3 source for the antimony cation, to highly trigonally oriented using a SbCl3 source.
Likewise, the cation source for the CoFe chemistry affects the electrodeposited thin film
and by tailoring the cation source, intrinsic material properties are changed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CoFe alloy films were electrodeposited onto copper tuning fork substrates using
identical operating conditions and plating parameters. The electrodeposition chemistries
were identical except for the iron cation source. The basic chemistry included grain
refiners, oxygen scavengers, and a surfactant. In chemistry AFS, the iron cation source
was ammonium ferrous sulfate and in chemistry ITF, the iron cation source was iron
tetrafluoroborate. Samples electrodeposited from both chemistries were plated using a
pulsing regime consisting of 3seconds on at 40 mA/cm2 and 3 seconds off at 0 mA/cm2.
After electrodeposition, films were analyzed using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
to determine composition. As noted in Table 1, the films had approximately identical
compositions.
Table1. Composition of films from EDS analysis.
Pulsed AFS
Pulsed ITF

Co at%
74
74

Fe at%
22
22

O at%
4
4
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The bimorph AFS and ITF samples were placed in a solenoid setup for
displacement testing. Using the expression du Tremolet de Lacheisserie and Peuzin, the
measured displacement during application of a magnetic field was used to calculate the
saturation magnetostriction14. As a baseline measurement of the solenoid magnetic
testing, a Metglas™ strip with a known magnetostriction of 27 ppm was tested.
Additionally, a 10 µm nickel film was tested to ensure that any displacement seen was
due to magnetostriction and not magnetic gradients within the solenoid. The Metglas™
showed a displacement of approximately 0.4 cm from applied magnetic fields of just over
0.12 T. A comparison of displacement measurements from the AFS chemistry and the
ITF chemistry are seen in Figure 1. The resulting magnetostriction calculations are listed
in Table 2.

Figure 1. Displacement measurements for AFS, ITF, Metglas™, and nickel samples.
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0.1
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0.14

Table 2. Calculated saturation magnetostriction for test samples.
Sample
Metglas™
Pulsed AFS
Pulsed ITF

Sat ppm
26 ± 4
172 ± 25
71 ± 10

With identical plating parameters and the only difference in the chemistry being
the iron cation source, it was not expected to calculate an order of magnitude difference
between the magnetostriction of the AFS and ITF samples. To examine the material
property differences caused by the different iron cation source, electrochemical and
material characterization testing was performed. Using linear sweep voltammetry, a
comparison of the kinetics between the two chemistries was evaluated from KouteckyLevich (K-L) plots. The Koutecky–Levich equation is as follows:
1 1 1
= +
𝑖 𝑖𝑙 𝑖𝑘
𝑖𝑙 is the mass transfer limited current and 𝑖𝑘 is the kinetically controlled or
activation current29. The rotation rate of a gold rotating disk electrode (RDE) was varied
during the linear potential sweeps and the inverse of the current at a given potential is
plotted vs. the inverse of the square root of the rotation rate. The K-L plots were derived
from potentials between 1400mV to 1500mV vs. mercury sulfate reference electrode
(MSE). This is the range of potential measured during electrodeposition at 40 mA/cm2.
Figure 2 shows a higher measured current at each potential and rotation rate for the AFS
chemistry.
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Figure 2. K-L plots for AFS and ITF chemistries.
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The intercept of the K–L plot is equal to the inverse of the kinetic current at
different overpotentials. A rate constant (𝑘𝑓 ), as a function of the overpotential, and a
standard heterogeneous rate constant (𝑘𝑜 ) were then calculated from:
𝑘𝑓 =

𝑖𝑘
𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶𝑜

And
𝐹

𝑘𝑓 = 𝑘𝑜 𝑒 −𝛼𝑛𝑅𝑇𝜂
α is the transfer coefficient, R is the gas constant, η is the overpotential, 𝑛 is the
number of electrons per atom reduced, 𝐴 is the area, 𝐹 is the Faraday constant, and 𝐶𝑜 is
the bulk concentration29. The natural log of 𝑘𝑜 was found by plotting the natural log of 𝑘𝑓
(functions of η) vs. η. This graph is seen in Figure 3 and the resulting calculations for the
standard rate constants of each chemistry are listed in Table 3.

Figure 3. Rate constants plotted vs. the overpotential.
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Table 3. List of standard heterogeneous rate constants for both chemistries.
Fe Cation Source
AFS
ITF

ko(mol/(s·cm2))
1.2E-06
7.7E-06

While the ITF chemistry has a faster standard rate constant, both are of the same
order of magnitude and with the autonomous co-deposition that occurs during iron-cobalt
alloy electrodeposition, the current will quickly become mass transfer limited based on
the lower concentration of iron32-34. In the iron cobalt system, the less noble metal, iron,
is plated preferentially and the more noble metal is inhibited.
The magnetic properties of the AFS film and the ITF film were calculated from
hysteresis loops generated in a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
magnetometer. Figure 4 shows similar hysteresis loops, with both samples having low
coercivity but differing saturation magnetizations. The values for the saturation
magnetization calculated from the asymptotes of the hysteresis loop are recorded in Table
4.
Table 4. List of magnetic properties measured from hysteresis loop.
Sample
Pulsed AFS
Pulsed ITF

MSAT(A/m)
1.58 x 106
9.04 x 105

HC(A/m)
4.13 x 103
4.06 x 103
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M (A/m)

Figure 3. Magnetic hysteresis loops for ATF and ITF samples.
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While there is a difference in the saturation magnetization of the two films, this
does not explain the large difference in the calculated magnetostriction. Hunter et al
demonstrated the importance of phase structure on the magnetostriction properties of
CoFe films1. By altering the phase structure through an anneal and quench method,
Hunter improved the magnetostriction in his co-sputtered thin films from 82 ppm to 260
ppm. To examine the phase structure of the AFS and ITF films, x-ray diffraction (XRD)
was used. The comparative plot in Figure 4 shows two phases, Cu from the substrate and
the CoFe BCC alloy, and required some unit cell contraction to align the standard peak
locations to that of the observed reflections. The Cu peaks in the data were used to
correct for any sample displacement error in the sample. The plot for the AFS sample
confirmed a crystal structure consistent with 70% Co 30% Fe Wairauite. The plot for the
ITF film shows a shift in preferred orientation from (110) to (200).
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Figure 4. XRD plot of AFS and ITF thin film samples.

The strong shift in preferred orientation shows that the crystal structure of the
electrodeposited film can be altered by changing the iron cation source. The shift in
preferred orientation changes the Ms and decreases the saturation magnetostriction by an
order of magnitude when the ferrous ammonium sulfate is exchanged with iron
tetrafluoroborate.

CONCLUSION
The plating parameters and electrodeposition chemistry for a high
magnetostriction cobalt iron film were kept consistent, with the only variable being the
iron cation source. The film electrodeposited using iron tetrafluoroborate displayed in
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order of magnitude reduction in saturation magnetostriction when compared with a film
electrodeposited using ferrous ammonium sulfate. The kinetics during the
electrodeposition and the measured magnetic properties of the films were similar but the
crystal structure showed large differences. The iron tetrafluoroborate sample had a shift
in preferred orientation to the (200) and the difference in phase can explain the difference
in measured magnetostriction as confirmed by previous research1.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The CoFe electrolyte was prepared from reagent grade cobalt sulfamate and either
ammonium ferrous sulfate or iron tetrafluoroborate salts. Oxygen scavengers, grain
refiners and surfactants were added to complete the electrodeposition chemistry16-18.
Sulfuric acid, 5% by volume, was added to adjust the pH to 2.0. Chemistry makeup for
the AFS and ITF baths are listed in Table 4. All chemistries were had N2 bubbled through
them for 30 minutes prior to use and kept under a bed of N2 to minimize O2 absorption
and concentration in the bath. Voltammetry characterization experiments were completed
using a Biologic VSP–300 potentiostat and a Radiometer Analytical rotating disk
electrode (RDE) cylinder. A gold rotating disk electrode tip, a platinum foil counter
electrode and a Hg/HgSO4 (MSE in saturated K2SO4; 0.654V vs. normal hydrogen
electrode) reference electrode were used during voltammetry experiments. The
composition of the CoFe films was determined using an Oxford energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) system attached to a JEOL 5800 scanning electron microscope
(SEM).
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Table 4. Bath composition of electrodeposited high magnetostriction CoFe films.
Chemicals
Concentration (mol/L)
H3BO3
0.5
Co(H2SO3)2
0.4
TMAB
0.1
Sorbitol
0.01
Na Saccharin salt
0.05
Ascorbic acid
0.05
Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 · 6H2O
0.08
or
Fe(BF4)2 · 6H2O)
0.08
To create a bimorph cantilever for magnetostriction measurements, the CoFe
films were electrodeposited onto 97% Cu and 3% Fe deposit stress analyzer test strips
from Specialty Testing and Development Co.
Magnetization measurements were collected using a Quantum Design MPMS-7
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. Magnetization
curves were recorded from -70 kOe to +70 kOe (-5570 kA/m to +5570 kA/m) at room
temperature (293.15 K). Samples for magnetometry measurement were cut into 4 mm x
4 mm squares and oriented with their surface normal perpendicular to the applied
magnetic field (so demagnetization effects would be negligible) by mounting them inside
a notched kel-F (polychlorotrifluoroethene) rod.
The crystal structure was analyzed with x-ray diffraction (XRD) performed using
a Siemens model D500  powder diffractometer (Bruker AXS, Inc. Madison, WI) was
used for standard XRD data collection with samples maintained at room temperature
(25oC). Monochromatic Cu Kα (0.15406 nm) radiation was produced using a diffractedbeam curved graphite monochromator. Fixed slits were used, and the instrument power
settings were 45 kV and 30 mA. Datascan V4.3 (Materials Data Inc.; Livermore, CA)
software was used to operate the diffractometer. The conditions for scans were as
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follows: 20-100o 2θ range, step-size of 0.04o 2θ and various count times ranging from 120 seconds, depending on sample quantity. The Cu peaks from the underlying substrate
material were employed as an internal standard to correct for minor specimen
displacement. Jade v9.6 software (Materials Data Inc.; Livermore, CA) software was
employed to model and remove the background/fluorescence signal from the pattern prior
to plotting.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Table SI1. Constants calculated from K-L plots for AFS chemistry.
AFS
η(V)
-1.12
-1.14
-1.17
-1.19

ik(A)
1.78E-03
2.14E-03
2.44E-03
2.71E-03

kf(cm/sec)
6.11E-04
7.37E-04
8.40E-04
9.33E-04

ln(kf)
-7.40
-7.21
-7.08
-6.98

Table SI2. Constants calculated from K-L plots for ITF chemistry.
ITF
η(V)
-1.11
-1.13
-1.16
-1.18

ik(A)
1.40E-03
1.54E-03
1.69E-03
1.85E-03

kf(cm/sec)
4.80E-04
5.29E-04
5.81E-04
6.34E-04

ln(kf)
-7.64
-7.54
-7.45
-7.36
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Chapter 4
Kinetics of Additives in a High Magnetostriction CoFe
Electrodeposition Bath
INTRODUCTION
A high magnetostrictive cobalt iron (CoFe) electrodeposition process enables
electroforming of micron to millimeter size, passive sensors and unique identifying tags
that can be interrogated using an AC magnetic field and receiving antenna. For this
application, the electrodeposited films must have their magnetic and corrosion properties
optimized. Addition agents are commonly used in an electroplating bath in order to
improve coating characteristics. Organic molecules such as saccharin or sorbitol are used
as leveling and brightening agents16, 18, 35-37. Saccharin has also been shown to act as a
stress reducer of iron group metals by several researchers and controlling stress gradients
is crucial for small cantilevered sensor structures38, 39. Incorporation of oxygen through
the formation of ferric hydroxide is a common problem when electrodepositing cobalt
iron films3, 26, 27. Oxygen scavenger additives such as trimethylamine borane (TMAB)
and ascorbic acid act as reducing agents, helping to keep iron in a +2 oxidation state and
reduce the incorporation of oxygen2, 40.
While these additives improve the magnetic material properties of the
electrodeposited films, they can also change the way the metal cations complex in the
chemistry and influence the kinetics of the reduction reaction. Saccharin has been shown
to decrease the activity of the cathodic surface due to its blocking effect of the surface
active sites. Lallemand et al confirmed saccharin’s influence on the co-deposition process
of CoFe by reducing the surface coverage of the electroactive species, decreasing the
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active area for the reduction process17. To investigate the effects of the different additives
used to control the properties of a high magnetostrictive CoFe deposition, the kinetics of
the reduction process were in investigated at different concentrations of additives.
A common practice for determining the kinetic rate constant during electrodeposition
is the Koutecky-Levich model29, 41. A rotating disk electrode (RDE) is used and the
rotation rate is varied for different overpotentials42, 43. The inverse of the current density
is plotted versus the inverse of the square root of the rotation rate based on KouteckyLevich equation:
1
1
1.61𝜈 1⁄6 1
=
+
𝑗 𝑛𝐹𝑘𝐶∞ 𝑛𝐹𝐶∞ 𝐷2⁄3 𝜔 1⁄2

Where j is the current density, k is the kinetic rate constant, n is the number of
electrons, 𝐶∞ is the bulk concentration, 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity, F is the Faraday
constant, D is the diffusion coefficient, and 𝜔 is the angular velocity. The intercept of the
line formed is equal to the first term and the kinetic rate constant can be calculated with
all other variables being known. The natural log of the kinetic rate constant is then plotted
versus the applied over potential to derive the standard heterogeneous rate constant (ko).
Calculating the kinetic rate constant for different concentrations of additives allows for
the adjustment of the pulsing regime, controlling the stoichiometry, as the additive
concentrations are adjusted for other parameters.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
An initial CoFe chemistry, containing no additives, was tested using linear and
cyclic voltammetry (CV) in conjunction with a gold rotating disk electrode. A potential
range of -1.4 V to -1.5 V (vs. mercury sulfate electrode) was chosen evaluated as this is
the potential range identified by Pillars et al during deposition from a high
magnetostrictive CoFe chemistry at 40mA/cm2. The Koutecky-Levich (K-L) plot
generated from the linear sweeps and the resulting plot of the rate constants first the over
potential can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.

Figure1. K-L plot of CoFe chemistry without additives.
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Figure 2. Plot of the natural log of the rate constants vs. the overpotential for CoFe
chemistry without additives.
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From the plot in figure 2 an initial standard rate constant for the chemistry without
additives was calculated as 1.2E-07 mol/cm2·sec. 10mM of TMAB was added to the
chemistry and linear and cyclic voltammetry experiments were repeated. An increase in
the standard rate constant was seen but the measurement was of the same order of
magnitude (9.6E-07 mol/cm2·sec). The addition of 10 mM of ascorbic acid resulted in a
large shift of the rate constant to 6.1E-05 mol/cm2·sec (Figure 3). A comparison of the
CV scans, seen in Figure 5, shows an increase in the current density and a shift in this
peak from -1.8V to -1.7V. This shift in the potential reduces the amount of hydrogen gas
formed at the cathode and the resulting change in pH leading to the formation of ferric
hydroxide.
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Figure 3. Plot of the natural log of the rate constants vs. the overpotential for CoFe
chemistry with 10mM TMAB and ascorbic acid.
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While the addition of ascorbic acid saw and increase in the kinetic rate and a shift
less cathodic for the peak current, the addition of 10 mM of saccharin had the opposite
effect. This was consistent with previous researchers that identified the influence this
additive had on the co-deposition process. It physically and reversibly absorbs on the
electrode, decreasing the surface coverage of the electroactive species by decreasing the
active area for the reduction process17, 44. It is also established that saccharin forms a
complex with iron or cobalt and the presence of this organic molecule slows down the
diffusion of the cations45. The rate constants are plotted in Figure 4 and a standard rate
constant of 6.2E-08 mol/cm2·sec was calculated. Figure 5 also shows a cathodic shift in
the peak current on the CV scan. Saccharin is a good leveler and stress reducer for CoFe
but shifts the reduction reaction more cathodically producing more hydrogen gas and
quickly raising the pH at the interface46. With the addition of 10 mM of sorbitol, similar
behavior is observed and the standard rate constant is calculated as 6.3E-09 mol/cm2·sec.
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Figure 4. Plot of the natural log of the rate constants vs. the overpotential for CoFe
chemistry with 10mM TMAB, ascorbic acid, and saccharin.
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Figure 5. Cyclic Voltammetry scan of chemistries with increasing additives showing a
shift in the reduction peak for the CoFe alloy.
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The addition of 40 mM of TMAB and 40 mM of ascorbic acid again saw an
increase in the standard rate constant to 6.1E-05 mol/cm2·sec. Interestingly, as 40 mM of
saccharin and 40 mM of sorbitol were added to the chemistry, the decrease in the
standard rate constant was minimal. With the saccharin addition, ko shifted to 5.4E-06
mol/cm2·sec and with the sorbitol addition, ko was calculated as 5.7E-06 mol/cm2·sec.
Figures 6 and 7 shows the K-L plot and rate constant plot derived from linear potential
sweeps of the chemistry with 50 mM of each additive. With a concentration of 50 mM
TMAB and ascorbic acid, the addition of more saccharin and more sorbitol does not shift
the electrochemical system as dramatically and the peak current is measured at -1.76V
from a CV scan. Concentration of ascorbic acid can be increased proportionally to the
concentration of the leveling and brightening agents to offset their effect on the reduction
potential and kinetics of the cobalt iron reduction.

Figure 6. K-L plot of CoFe chemistry with 50mM TMAB, ascorbic acid, saccharin, and
Sorbitol.
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Figure 7. Plot of the natural log of the rate constants vs. the overpotential for CoFe
chemistry with 50mM TMAB, ascorbic acid, saccharin, and Sorbitol.
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CONCLUSION
The kinetic rate and reduction potential for the electrodeposition of a high
magnetostriction cobalt iron film was examined using linear and cyclic voltammetry in
conjunction with a rotating disk electrode set up. Oxygen scavenger additives, TMAB
and ascorbic acid, moved the reduction peak anodically and increased the kinetic rate.
The leveling and brightening agents, saccharin and sorbitol, have the opposite effect and
drastically decrease the kinetic rate while moving the reduction peak cathodically. By
adjusting the concentration of ascorbic acid, the change in rate and potential from the
saccharin and sorbitol was minimized.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The CoFe electrolyte was prepared from reagent grade cobalt sulfamate and
ammonium ferrous sulfate salts. APY-17 was added as a surfactant and 5% by volume
sulfuric acid was added to adjust the pH to 2.0. Initial chemistry makeup, concentrations,
and operating conditions are recorded in Table 4. All chemistries had N2 bubbled through
them for 30 minutes prior to use and kept under a bed of N2 to minimize O2 absorption
and concentration in the bath. Additives were added and tested as outlined in Table 2.
A Radiometer Analytical PGZ-301 potentiostat with a Pine Instruments rotating
disk electrode setup was used for electrochemical characterization experiments. The 3
cell set up consisted of a 0.196 cm² gold working electrode, a platinum wire auxiliary
electrode, and a mercury sulfate reference electrode (MSE).

Table 1. Initial bath composition and operating conditions.
Chemicals
Concentration (mol/L)
H3BO3

0.5

Co(H2SO3)2
Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 · 6H2O

0.4
0.08

Bath pH
Bath temperature

2.0
50°C

Table 2. Schedule of additions to base chemistry.
Iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Addition
0.01M TMAB
0.01M Ascorbic acid
0.01M Saccharin
0.01M Sorbitol
0.04M TMAB
0.04M Ascorbic acid
0.04M Saccharin
0.04M Sorbitol
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Figure SI1. Ascorbic acid reaction.

"Ascorbic diketone". Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Commons https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ascorbic_diketone.png#/media/File:Ascorbic_diketone.png

Figure SI2. Structure of saccharin.

Figure SI3. Structure of Sorbitol.
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Figure SI4. Structure of TMAB.
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Chapter 5
Nucleation Modeling and Phase Analysis of Films from High
Magnetostriction CoFe Electrodeposition Chemistry with Organic
Additives
INTRODUCTION
The major mechanisms determining the morphology of thin films during
electrodeposition are the nucleation and grain growth characteristics. When an electrical
field is applied, the metal ion complexes move toward the cathode due to potential and
concentration gradients. As these ions pass-through the diffusion layer and the electrical
double layer, they are stripped from the hydrated complex. The metal ions then react with
electrons on the surface of the cathode and are reduced to neutral atoms which migrate on
the substrate surface until being adsorbed on active sites. The absorption of atoms at
active sites across the surface, results in a continuous spreading of the mono atomic layer
over the substrate. Initially, the adsorbed species are not in thermal equilibrium with the
substrate and move over the surface. As the adsorbed species interact with each other,
they begin to cluster. These clusters are thermodynamically unstable and can desorb
unless they collide with other clusters and grow in size. Once a cluster reaches a critical
size, it can overcome the nucleation barrier and become thermodynamically stable. These
nuclei grow in number, as well as in size, until a saturation nucleation density is
reached47-49.
The nucleation method provides an understanding of the free energy at the
surface. The molecules at the surface of the nuclei are less bound than those molecules
within the interior and have a higher contribution to the free energy of the new phase.
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This difference between the energies is termed as surface free energy. With a smaller
nucleus size, more molecules are present at the surface and the nucleus is unstable. As the
nucleus size increases, the formation of the bulk phase causes a drop in the free energy of
the system larger than the surface free energy. This energy transition occurs at the critical
size and the probability of nucleation is affected by this size. The critical size is a
function of the interfacial energy and with a smaller interfacial energy, the critical size is
decreased and the formation of a new phase is easier.
There are two main types of nucleation, progressive and instantaneous. With
progressive nucleation, there is a continual formation of new nuclei during deposition.
With instantaneous nucleation, the nuclear number density rapidly reaches a limiting and
constant value. Chronoamperometry, using small steps in applied potential, is a common
method to determine the type of nucleation present at a particular applied potential. With
the application of a potential, double layer charging is recorded and then an increase in
current due to 3-D mass transfer to nucleating sites. As these nuclei begin to grow
together, diffusion fields begin to overlap. At this point, the current reaches a maxima
and mass transfer becomes two-dimensional, resulting in a decrease in current until an
equilibrium is reached47, 50. This is illustrated in a schematic plan constructed by
Scharifker et al and seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Randomly distributed hemispherical nuclei on electrode surface top view and
side view as diffusion zones overlap.
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The nucleation and subsequent growth will affect the crystal structure and grain
size of the electrodeposited film which is critical for the magnetostriction performance of
a CoFe alloy film1. The crystallite size can be evaluated from x-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis using the Scherrer equation defined as:

Where τ is the mean size of the ordered (crystalline) domains, K is a
dimensionless shape factor that typically has a value of about 0.9, but varies with the
actual shape of the crystallite, λ is the X-ray wavelength, β is the line broadening at half
the maximum intensity (FWHM), after subtracting the instrumental line broadening, in
radians. This quantity is also sometimes denoted as Δ(2θ), and θ is the Bragg angle.
Control of the grain size is an important parameter in improving the
magnetostriction in the CoFe films. This is due to the relationship between the crystallite
size and the average magnetic domain size within the material. The magnetic behavior
can be subdivided on the basis of grain size into four ranges: 1) SPM: superparamagnetic
2) SD: single domain 3) PSD: pseudo-single domain and 4) MD: multidomain. These are
listed in order of increasing grain size and as the grain size increases the domains get too
big and will divide into smaller domains to minimize energy. The division into smaller
domains costs energy, called the "exchange energy", and the amount the energy is
reduced by when a domain splits is equal to the difference between the magnetic field
energy conserved, and the additional energy of the domain wall created. The field energy
saved is proportional to the cube of the domain size, while the domain wall energy is
proportional to the square of the domain size. The domains will divide until they are
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small enough that the energy cost of creating an additional domain wall is equal to the
field energy saved. Therefore, changing and controlling the crystallite size can be used to
”tune” the magnetic properties of the film.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chronoamperometry experiments were conducted over varying concentrations of
additives. As the potential was stepped cathodically, current transients were measured.
These transients were normalized and compared against mathematical models for
instantaneous and progressive nucleation to determine the type of nucleation present47, 4954

. Representations of these mathematical models can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Modeling of progressive and instantaneous nucleation.
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The dimensionless plot is based on the following equations47, 55:
Progressive:
𝐼2
2
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 1.9542 (

𝑡

) [1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−1.2564 𝑡

𝑡

𝑚𝑎𝑥

)]

2

Instantaneous:
𝐼2
2
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 1.2254 (

𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑡

𝑡2

) [1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−2.3367 𝑡 2 )]

2

𝑚𝑎𝑥

4.6733 1/2
=(
)
𝐴𝑁∞ 𝜋𝑘′𝐷

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.4615𝑧𝐹𝐷 3/4 𝑐(𝑘′𝐴𝑁∞ )1/4
8𝜋𝑐𝑀 1/2
𝑘 = (4/3) (
)
𝑝
′

𝐴𝑁∞ 1/2
𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑡 = (
)
2𝑘′𝐷

Where F is the Faraday constant, z is the number of electrons per atom, c is the
concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient, M is the molecular weight, 𝑝 is the density,
and 𝐴𝑁∞ is the nucleation rate. This model has been used to determine the nucleation
mechanism for chloride and mixed chloride/sulfate CoFe chemistries and progressive
nucleation followed by 3-D growth is established for CoFe electrodeposited at pH 2 in
chloride solution 53, 56. In mixed chloride/sulfate chemistry, electrodeposition takes place
through 3-D island nucleation with controlled growth and shows an instantaneous
nucleation mechanism when the concentration of cobalt is much higher than that of iron.
When the iron concentration is increased to a one-to-one ratio, the nucleation is in
agreement with the progressive mechanism53.
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While these models can be used to determine the nucleation mechanism, the
nuclei density cannot be determined from the Scharifker and Hills model due to the
complexity of the alloy reduction mechanism in the CoFe system. Electroplating of iron
group binary alloys displays co-deposition of the anomalous type33, 57, 58. The less noble
metal, Fe, has an increased concentration in the deposited film when compared with its
concentration in the chemistry. Reduction of the more noble metal is inhibited during the
electrodeposition of the alloy. This is in contrast to what is expected based on the
individual metal reduction potentials59.
Zech et al proposed a mathematical model for the anomalous codeposition of Fe
electrodeposited with Co in a higher concentration.32, 34 This model was based on the
assumption that both metals are reduced through two consecutive steps as proposed by
Matlosz.60
𝑘1

+
𝐶𝑜2+ + 𝑒 − → 𝐶𝑜(𝑎𝑑𝑠)
𝑘2

𝐶𝑜+ + 𝑒 − → 𝐶𝑜(𝑠)
𝑘3

+
𝐹𝑒 2+ + 𝑒 − → 𝐹𝑒(𝑎𝑑𝑠)
𝑘4

𝐹𝑒 + + 𝑒 − → 𝐹𝑒(𝑠)
The intermediate, monovalent species in the second step may or not contain a
hydroxyl group in the process proposed by Matlosz. With the two competing reactions,
there can be inhibition of one or both of these reactions but an increase of the reaction
rate of an individual metal would not be expected. Zech et al proposed a reaction scheme
to account for the catalytic affect noticed during codeposition resulting in enhanced
deposition of the less noble metal, Fe.
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𝑘5

𝐹𝑒 2+ + 𝐶𝑜2+ + 𝑒 − → [𝐹𝑒𝐶𝑜 3+ ](𝑎𝑑𝑠)
𝑘6

[𝐹𝑒𝐶𝑜 3+ ](𝑎𝑑𝑠) + 𝑒 − → 𝐹𝑒(𝑠) + 𝐶𝑜2+
The same reaction could be written with the cobalt being reduced but this is not
supported by experimental data and is not included. The model also included the
hydrolysis reaction at the cathode. This reaction can become significant as the potential is
cathodically increased.
𝑘𝑤1

𝐻+ + 𝑒 − →
𝑘𝑤2

𝐻2 𝑂 + 𝑒 − →

1
𝐻
2 2

1
𝐻 + 𝑂𝐻 −
2 2

When compared with experimental data, the Zech model showed deviations and
could not be used for quantitative predictions. The assumption that both metals are
reduced through two consecutive steps oversimplifies the complexity of this reaction. A
three-step mechanism is proposed by Bockris et al. and includes a Fe2+ hydrolysis
reaction61. This mechanism has been supported by numerous authors with the rate
determining step being the second step, where the adsorbed FeOH intermediate is
formed62-67.

𝐹𝑒 2+ + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝐹𝑒𝑂𝐻 + + 𝐻 +
𝑘3

𝐹𝑒𝑂𝐻 + + 𝑒 − → 𝐹𝑒𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑑𝑠)
𝐹𝑒𝑂𝐻(𝑎𝑑𝑠) + 𝑒 − + 𝐻 + → 𝐹𝑒(𝑠) + 𝐻2 𝑂
The model must also take into account the rapid change in pH at the interface
caused by the hydrolysis reaction. As the pH is increased, the Fe cation will further react
with hydroxides to form insoluble ferric hydroxide.
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𝐹𝑒𝑂𝐻 + + 𝑂𝐻 − ⇋ 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)2
𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)2 + 𝑂𝐻 − ⇋ 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3 (𝑠)
These reactions are driven by the pH at the interface and using a pulsing regime to
reestablish the bulk pH in the interfacial region helps to reduce this reaction. In addition,
the oxygen scavenger additives act as reducing agents to keep the iron from moving to a
+3 oxidation state. This is consistent with the change in nucleation and crystal structure
as a function of additive concentration.
Initial nucleation and phase analysis was conducted on a CoFe chemistry without
additives. Figure 3 shows the current transients plotted across a range of potentials from 1.4 V to -1.6 V. The transients were normalized and plotted versus the models for
instantaneous and progressive nucleation on Figure 4.

Figure 3. Current transients for CoFe chemistry without additives.
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Figure 4. Normalized current transients for chemistry with no additives plotted with
theoretical models for progressive and instantaneous nucleation.
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The initial chemistry, with no additives, displayed nucleation consistent with the
instantaneous mechanism where the rate of nucleation is rapid and within a very short
time nuclei are formed at all possible growth sites. The consequent rate of growth is then
slow in comparison to the rate of nucleation. This is consistent with previous research
performed by Sahari et al where electrodeposition from of a mixed sulfate chloride bath
displayed instantaneous nucleation53. XRD results for the sample without additives
(Figure SI1) showed a preferred orientation of bcc CoFe along the (110) and with no
significant peak on the (200). The crystallite size of 27±5 nm is listed in Table 1 and
shows the pulsed deposition of this chemistry produces a nanocrystalline film68.
Nanocrystallinity has been shown to improve mechanical properties for metal and alloy
films. Nanocrystalline materials, with grains <100nm, contain a higher fraction of grain
boundary volume and grain boundaries are thought to play a significant role in the
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deformation of these materials. Grain boundaries act as sources and sinks for dislocations
and facilitate such stress-relief mechanisms as grain boundary sliding69, 70.
10 mM of TMAB was added to the base chemistry and chronoamperometry
experiments were repeated to examine the effect oxygen scavenger additives have on
nucleation. Though the normalized current transients have shifted closer to the theoretical
progressive nucleation model, Figure 5 shows a preference for nuclei growth following
the instantaneous mechanism. XRD analysis shows a strong preferred orientation on the
(110) and no significant peak on the CoFe (200). The film again shows nanocrystallinity,
with a reduced grain size of 22±5nm.

Figure 5. Normalized current transients for chemistry with 10mM TMAB plotted with
theoretical models for progressive and instantaneous nucleation.
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Table 1. Crystallite size data calculated from XRD spectru for samples with varying
amounts of additives.
(110) Crystallite (200) Crystallite
Additives
Size (±5 nm)
Size (±5 nm)
None
27
10mM TMAB
22
10mM TMAB-Ascorbic
69
10mM TMAB-Ascorbic-Saccharin
45
10mM TMAB-Ascorbic-Saccharin-Sorbitol
38
20
50mM TMAB_10mM Ascorbic-Saccharin-Sorbitol
30
17
50mM TMAB_30mMSaccharin_10mM AscorbicSorbitol
33
21
50mM TMAB-Saccharin_10mM Ascorbic-Sorbitol
33
20
50mM TMAB-Ascorbic-Saccharin_10mM Sorbitol
37
21
50mM TMAB-Ascorbic-Saccharin-Sorbitol
42
21

The addition another oxygen scavenger additive, 10 mM of ascorbic acid, shifts
the nuclei growth more instantaneous and there is not a good fit with the theoretical
model (Figure 6). The sample electrodeposited with 10mM of ascorbic acid had a larger
grain size of 69±5 nm but still showed a preferred orientation along the (110).
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Figure 6. Normalized current transients for chemistry with 10mM TMAB and ascorbic
acid added, plotted with theoretical models for progressive and instantaneous nucleation.
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10 mM of saccharin was added to the chemistry and as seen in Figure 7, the
nucleation mechanism shifts more progressive as the potential is cathodically increased.
As would be expected with the addition of a grain refiner, the grain size is decreased to
45±5 nm. The absorption of saccharin on to the cathode surface blocks the growth at
formed nuclei and leads to the formation of new nuclei, causing nuclei growth to be a
mix of instantaneous and progressive nucleation.
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Figure 7. Normalized current transients for chemistry with 10mM TMAB, ascorbic acid,
and saccharin added, plotted with theoretical models for progressive and instantaneous
nucleation.
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Another grain refiner or leveler, sorbitol, was added at a concentration of 10 mM.
Figure 8 shows nucleation growth in a mixed regime but trending more towards the
instantaneous growth mechanism. Even though there was not a large change in the
observed nucleation mechanism, XRD analysis showed a drastic shift of the preferred
orientation from the (110) to the (200) (Figure SI5). The crystallite size on the (110) was
reduced to 38±5 nm in the crystallite size of the (200) was 20±5 nm.
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Figure 8. Normalized current transients for chemistry with 10mM TMAB, ascorbic acid,
saccharin, and sorbitol added, plotted with theoretical models for progressive and
instantaneous nucleation.
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40 mM of TMAB was added to the chemistry for a total concentration of 50 mM
of this oxygen scavenger additive. Again chronoamperometry experiments were run and
measurements showed a continued mixed regime of nucleation growth (Figure 9).
Though the range of potentials where current transients were measured was decreased to
-1.45 V to -1.5 V. The XRD spectrum from the sample shows a decrease in the preferred
orientation along the (200) but the intensity is still higher than expected based on the plot
of 70:30 CoFe Wairauite that optimal high magnetostrictive CoFe follows (Figure SI11).
The crystallite size was further reduced for the (110) to 30±5 nm and the (200) to 17±5
nm.
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Figure 9. Normalized current transients for chemistry with 50mM TMAB, and 10mM
ascorbic acid, saccharin, and sorbitol added, plotted with theoretical models for
progressive and instantaneous nucleation.
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The addition of 40 mM of ascorbic acid, for a total concentration of 50 mM,
showed a larger range of potentials with current transients and nucleation growth follows
the instantaneous mechanism as seen in Figure 10. Saccharin was also added in
increments of 20 mM, for a final concentration of 50 mM. With this addition of
saccharin, no measurable current transients were seen across the potential range of
interest for electrodeposition. The grain size for both the (110) and (200) was consistent
at 37±5 nm and 21±5 nm respectively.
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Figure 10. Normalized current transients for chemistry with 50mM TMAB and ascorbic
acid, 10mM saccharin and sorbitol added, plotted with theoretical models for progressive
and instantaneous nucleation.
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Chronoamperometry experiments after the final addition of 40mM of sorbitol, for
a total concentration of 50 mM, did not show any measurable current transients in the
potential range of interest. The addition of sorbitol caused an increase in crystallite size
of the (110) to 42±5 nm and the (200) stayed consistent at 21±5 nm. While the earlier
addition of sorbitol caused a shift in preferred orientation to the (200), the subsequent
addition did not show this shift. This is consistent with results from kinetic studies
outlined in Chapter 4 that showed when the concentration of ascorbic acid and TMAB
was at 50mM or more, the effects from the addition of saccharin and sorbitol on the
kinetic rate and crystal structure was minimized.
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CONCLUSION
Chronoamperometry studies were conducted in conjunction with XRD analysis of
samples electrodeposited with varying concentrations of additives. Comparison of
experimental data with theoretical models for 3-D instantaneous and progressive
nucleation showed the growth of nuclei followed the instantaneous mechanism for a
chemistry with no additives or with oxygen scavenger additives. The addition of grain
refiners, saccharin and sorbitol, showed a shift in the mechanism to a mixed regime
between that of instantaneous and progressive nucleation due to the adsorption of these
organic molecules on the surface blocking nucleating sites and causing the formation of
other nuclei. With low concentrations of TMA be and ascorbic acid, the addition of
sorbitol caused a shift in preferred orientation from the (110) the (200). With higher
concentrations of 50 mM of each oxygen scavenger, the shift in preferred orientation was
not seen. The grain size for all samples was less than 100 nm and are nanocrystalline.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The CoFe electrolyte was prepared from reagent grade cobalt sulfamate and
ammonium ferrous sulfate salts. APY-17 was added as a surfactant and 5% by volume
sulfuric acid was added to adjust the pH to 2.0. Initial chemistry makeup, concentrations,
and operating conditions are recorded in Table 2. All chemistries had N2 bubbled through
them for 30 minutes prior to use and kept under a bed of N2 to minimize O2 absorption
and concentration in the bath. Additives were added and tested as outlined in Table 2.
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Samples were electrodeposited onto copper substrates using a pulsed plating regime of 3
seconds on at -40 mA/cm2 and 3 seconds off at 0 mA/cm2.
A Radiometer Analytical PGZ-301 potentiostat with a 3 cell set up consisting of a
0.196 cm² gold working electrode, a platinum wire auxiliary electrode, and a mercury
sulfate reference electrode (MSE) was used for chronoamperometry experiments.

Table 2. Initial bath composition and operating conditions.
Chemicals
Concentration (mol/L)
H3BO3

0.5

Co(H2SO3)2
Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 · 6H2O

0.4
0.08

Bath pH
Bath temperature

2.0
50°C

Table 3. Schedule of additions to base chemistry.
Iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Addition
0.01M TMAB
0.01M Saccharin0
0.01M Ascorbic acid
0.01M Sorbitol
0.04M TMAB
0.02M Saccharin
0.02M Saccharin
0.04M Ascorbic acid
0.04M Sorbitol

The crystal structure was analyzed with x-ray diffraction (XRD) performed using
a D2 Phaser diffractometer (Bruker AXS, Inc. Madison, WI) for standard XRD data
collection with samples maintained at room temperature (25oC).
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Figure SI1. XRD spectrum of sample from CoFe chemistry with no additives.

Figure SI2. XRD spectrum of sample from CoFe chemistry with 10mM TMAB.
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Figure SI3. XRD spectrum of sample from CoFe chemistry with 10mM TMAB and
ascorbic acid.

Figure SI4. XRD spectrum of sample from CoFe chemistry with 10mM TMAB,
saccharin, and ascorbic acid.
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Figure SI5. XRD spectrum of sample from CoFe chemistry with 10mM TMAB,
saccharin, ascorbic acid, and sorbitol.

Figure SI6. XRD spectrum of sample from CoFe chemistry with 50mM TMAB, 10mM
saccharin, ascorbic acid, and sorbitol.
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Figure SI7. XRD spectrum of sample from CoFe chemistry with 50mM TMAB, 30mM
saccharin, 10mM ascorbic acid and sorbitol.

Figure SI8. XRD spectrum of sample from CoFe chemistry with 50mM TMAB and
saccharin, 10mM ascorbic acid and sorbitol.
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Figure SI9. XRD spectrum of sample from CoFe chemistry with 50mM TMAB,
saccharin, ascorbic acid, and 10mM sorbitol.

Figure SI10. XRD spectrum of sample from CoFe chemistry with 50mM TMAB,
saccharin, ascorbic acid, and sorbitol.
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Figure SI11. XRD spectrum of high magnetostriction film from optimal chemistry
identified in chapter 2.
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Chapter 6
Scaling of Large Magnetostriction CoFe Electrodeposition to Produce
Resonators and Sensors
Resonators were modeled and photolithography masks were designed by Dr. Eric
Langlois to include single resonators of different lengths as well as arrays of resonators.
After preplating steps, CoFe was electrodeposited into the patterned photo resist molds at
a thickness of 12μm. A 3μm thick under layer was etched, releasing the cantilevered
structures. As seen in Figure 1, some of these structures had lengths of millimeters but
were not bending out of plane and showed uniform deposition.
Figure 1. SEM image of a 12μm thick “star” resonator released with a 3 μm gap to the
substrate.
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Figure 2 shows a close up of the 3μm gap between a resonator and the Si
substrate. The uniformity of this gap shows that there is a very low stress gradient in the
electrodeposited films. This is also evident in Figure 3 with long thin resonators in an
array showing uniform spacing along the whole length.

Figure 2. SEM image showing uniform gap spacing indicative of a low stress gradient in
cantilevered features.
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Figure 3. SEM image of an array of CoFe resonators

EDS was performed on resonators close to and far (1.5”) from the electrical
contact point for electrodeposition, to determine if the stoichiometry of the alloy is
consistent with the large scale Cu tuning fork deposits and consistent across the Si wafer.
Figure 4 shows an alloy composition consistent with the films deposited on Cu tuning
fork substrates displaying high magnetostriction. Figure 5 shows that the stoichiometry is
consistent across the wafer, independent of proximity to the contact point.
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Figure 4. EDS measurement of composition of features close to the electrical contact.

Figure 5. EDS measurement of composition of features far (2’) from the electrical
contact.
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Summary and Future Outlook

In summary, described herein are a novel chemistry and plating parameters for the
electrodeposition of high magnetostriction CoFe and an understanding of the kinetics,
nucleation, and control of the crystal structure through additives and operating
conditions. This research enables the electroforming of MEMS devices and passive,
wireless sensors and unique identifying tags that require a uniform, low stress gradient,
high magnetostrictive film in thickness of tens to hundreds of microns. This research fills
a void in current research for an electrodeposited, high magnetostrictive film with control
of structure, stress gradients, and stoichiometric ratio of the alloy.
Future work on this project includes reliability testing and radiation testing.
Reliability testing will consist of humidity and temperature cycling to look at their effects
on the mechanical and magnetostrictive properties of sensors exposed to a given
environment. Radiation testing will look at different doses and types of radiation, the
resulting atomic displacements, and any shifts in resonant frequency or loss of function
within sensors or identifying tag resonators.
Currently, some annealing studies have been performed on electrodeposited CoFe
films in conjunction with XRD phase analysis. Even low, ppm, amounts of oxygen
during high temperature annealing (800°C) results in oxidation and iron oxide and cobalt
oxide structures dominate and magnetostriction is diminished. A more controlled, oxygen
free environment, will be used to anneal CoFe samples followed by magnetostriction
measurements to quantify the effects of different temperature anneals on the
magnetostriction property of CoFe films.
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Capacitor structures have been modeled and designed to more accurately measure
the magnetostriction in the electrodeposited CoFe films. These small, millimeters sized
capacitors will be measured in a superconducting quantum interference device where
both a parallel and perpendicular magnetic field can be applied. This will alleviate the
need for an approximation for displacement in an applied perpendicular field.
Future work will also include electrodepositing cobalt iron with the application of
an external magnetic field during plating. The intent is to align the magnetic domains
with the external magnetic field so that they are orthogonal to the direction of elongation.
It is believed and will be examined whether this will result in an even higher intrinsic
magnetostriction for an electrodeposited cobalt iron film71. Additionally, different
substrates and their effect on the crystal structure will be investigated. With initial
epitaxial growth, the substrate will influence the grain size and crystal structure and affect
magnetostriction. The degree of these effects and whether an increase or decrease in
magnetostriction is measured will be examined for a variety of electrodeposition seed
metals.
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